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Sometimes getting it right takes time. 
At the Watershed Sentinel we try hard to give you 
reliable accurate information. But sometimes we 
need a couple of tries. 

Take the ozone hole. We’ve been covering 
the dangers to the ozone layer since 1992. But 
the story keeps changing. Just after the Water-
shed Sentinel told you in September that the ozone 
hole was slowly on its way to recovery, NASA and 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
scientists announced that this year’s Antarctic hole was 
the largest and thinnest ever. 

Turns out the Montreal Protocol really is working, and 
the ozone hole will slowly recover from the release of all those now 
banned aerosols and refrigerants. But when the stratosphere gets really cold, 
due to changes in ocean currents and global winds, the chlorine lingering up 
there is more destructive, and the ozone hole is going to get big anyway. In 
September this year, just as we were going to press, the lower stratosphere 
at the rim of Antarctica was approximately 90F colder than average, increas-
ing the size of this year’s ozone hole by up to 1.5 million square miles. 

But the good news is still good news. International co-operation has 
worked to turn off the tap on those ozone-eating chemicals. 
T h e 2006 World Meteorological Organization/

United Nations Environment Programme 
Scientific Assessment of Ozone Deple-

tion concluded that ozone hole recovery would be masked by annual vari-
ability for the near future but that the ozone hole would eventually fully 
recover in approximately 2065.

Think we’ve got it nailed this time. You can count on us to keep on 
checking it out. 

Source: Ozone Resource Page, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, October 19, 2006
http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/environment/ozone_resource_page.html
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The Necessary Job
EDITORIAL
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It was a remarkable privilege, one night in October, to listen to 
Doctors Gordon Hartman and Kees Groot, both distinguished retired 
scientists, share their considered understanding of the challenges facing 
global society.

Dr. Hartman discussed the converging ecological crises which will 
make the 21st century “an entirely different game for the human spe-
cies,” driven by ecological processes interlocked with the social:

• The release of greenhouse gas methane from thawing northern 
peat accelerating climate change, 

• The growth in human population from 2 billion to 6 billion in 
the last 75 years, 

• The explosive growth in human extraction from ecosystems, and 
• The need for radical downsizing in human impacts. 
We need to reach a steady state that sustains the function and integ-

rity of ecosystems.
Dr. Groot laid out with startling clarity the dynamics of climate 

change and the great ocean currents which drive the earth’s weather sys-
tems. The simple takeaway message: Ice core samples show atmospheric 
carbon dioxide (CO2) levels fluctuating in step with temperature, going 
back almost a million years. Even at earth’s warmest, CO2 was never 
over about 280 parts per million. It has now climbed to over 380, with 
most of that rise in the last thirty years.  

A dire and stark future of radical change awaits.
What will we do? As Chris Hilliar of the Comox Valley Sustainable 

Energy Association said, “These are the cards we are dealt. We have 
to figure it out.” Pointing to the hundreds of initiatives coming out of 
municipalities across North America, Hilliar said, “People know how to 
survive and the local level will be the instrument of change.” The options 
are endless, from getting your city to become active in the municipal 
Partners for Climate Protection program, to starting any one or a dozen 
of the hundred actions outlined in Guy Dauncey’s Stormy Weather: 101 
Solutions to Global Climate Change.

That’s the kind of work activists are good at. We’ve got to roll up our 
sleeves, pick a project, and get to work. Over and over again, until the 
politicians get with the program. 

We’ve got the skills, we’ve got the knowledge, and the time is now. 
Delores Broten, Whaletown BC 
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the two lakes to Schedule 2 of the MMER. Water bodies 
listed on Schedule 2 are re-defined as tailings impound-
ment areas; they are no longer considered to be lakes and, 
therefore, are no longer protected under the Fisheries Act.

“Government says the Fisheries Act is intended to pro-
tect fish-bearing waters from destruction by mine tailings 
— certainly the public expects this — but by this regula-
tory sleight-of-hand, fish-bearing lakes across Canada are 
no longer protected from destruction by toxic mine waste,” 
says Dr. Catherine Coumans of MiningWatch Canada, who 
participated in EC’s regulatory revision process.

Maggie Paquet, a biologist who also participated in the 
revision process, says EC seems to have ignored its obliga-
tion to review alternative options for tailings management, 
“and these do exist.”

Federal officials in EC and DFO defend the amend-
ment, saying that habitat destruction can be compensated 

for by altering nearby areas to create new fish 
habitat.

But independent fish and aquatic habitat ex-
perts examined the reports EC and DFO used to 
justify the amendment and say they are hope-
lessly inadequate and scientifically inferior, and 
that no new fish habitat will be created. They say 
the compensation described could be done under 
present legislation. 

Dr. John Gibson, a former DFO biologist 
who knows the area, says, “The two lakes have 
populations of salmon and trout and associated 
wildlife, such as beavers, otters, and waterfowl, 
all of which will be poisoned. The life of the mine 
is expected to be six years, but the ponds will be-
come toxic waste sites in perpetuity. Trout Pond 
has effectively been privatized for the mining 
company to use as a toxic waste dump. The Fish-
eries Act, previously held in esteem, has been 
considerably weakened.”

t
Contact: M. Paquet: maggie_ paquet@telus.net; 

C. Coumans: catherine@miningwatch.ca
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In May 2006, the Watershed Sentinel issued an e-
lert, “Fisheries Act Attack: Is that a Lake or a Mine Tailings 
Pond?” and dozens of readers responded with heartfelt 
letters to the responsible persons. Unfortunately, our ef-
forts were to no avail in this case at this time, as Canada 
continues its shameful history as a panderer to the re-
source extraction industries. 

Excerpted from a press release by  Catherine Coumans 
and Maggie Paquet

On October 18, two lakes in Newfoundland that are 
habitat to trout, Atlantic salmon, otter, and other species, 
received a death sentence as the newly amended Metal Min-
ing Effluent Regulations (MMER) went into law.

In a precedent-setting move, Environment Canada 
(EC) amended the MMER, a regulation under the Fisheries 
Act, to allow Aur Resources to dump toxic waste from their 
copper-zinc-gold mine into Trout Pond and a nearby un-
named lake. Both these lakes are in Newfoundland’s lar-
gest watershed, the Exploits River system — a system that 
has had millions of taxpayer dollars pumped into it for fish 
habitat restoration.

This legalized destruction of fish-bearing lakes opens 
the door to the destruction of other water bodies all across 
Canada. Mining companies have only to ask the Depart-
ment of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and Environment 
Canada for permission, and bingo! they’ve got it. 

Environment Canada confirms that other mine pro-
jects in British Columbia, Nunavut, Saskatchewan, and the 
Northwest Territories will be seeking similar amendments 
to use lakes as waste dump sites for their mines.

In response to a request by Aur Resources, EC added 

Government Flings Door Wide Open to Toxic Dumping in Canada’s Lakes

Mining Industry Handed Lakes

Mining Projects Expected to Request Listing of Lakes as 
Tailings Impoundment Areas (TIAs) (Source: Environment Canada)

Project/Mine Name Proposed or Existing TIA Location
1. Kemess North Project Proposed British Columbia
2. Red Chris Proposed British Columbia
3. High Lake Proposed Nunavut
4. Doris North Proposed Nunavut
5. Meadowbank Gold Proposed Nunavut
6. Goldfields Proposed Saskatchewan
7. Yellowknife Gold Proposed Northwest Territories
8. NICO Property Proposed Northwest Territories
9. Damoti Lake Proposed Northwest Territories

10. Wabush Mines Existing (mine has a 
transitional authorization)

Newfoundland and 
Labrador

11. Duck Pond Proposed Newfoundland and 
Labrador

12. Iron Ore Company Existing (mine has a 
transitional authorization)

Newfoundland and 
Labrador

13. Mount Wright Existing Newfoundland and 
Labrador
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Vanguard
I am interested in the Watershed Sentinel Educational 

Society. Please keep up your vanguard position. Thank 
you,

Kathleen Monahan, Forks WA

Untraining
Greatly appreciated your article on “So This Is Why 

Toothpaste Is Banned on Airplanes.” To round out the 
craziness I offer the following.

I recently flew from Vancouver to Newfoundland. 
My little purse was scanned and searched by hand at both 
airports. In St. Johns they threw away an old dried up 
mascara that I had forgot I had and called the supervisors 
over regarding my lip balm (beeswax IS okay.) But when 
I got home and dumped the contents of my purse out what 
did I discover but my 3” x 1” folded pocket knife. I guess 
in training their eyes to spot lip gloss and toothpaste they 
inadvertently untrained themselves to spot knives.

Jo Phillips, Sooke BC.

Nine Years and Counting
If NASA’s top climate scientist is right, we have nine 

years to dramatically reduce and offset our greenhouse gas 
emissions. If we don’t, the associated changes such as loss 
of biodiversity, sea level rise, rapidly changing ecologies, 
and diminished agricultural productivity are potentially 
catastrophic for future generations. 

If this doesn’t create any political will, I wonder what 
can?  Besides, we must remember, the right to commerce 
is number one!

Fritzi S. Olson, Gainesville FL 

Snow Job
Thank all of you for your continuing research and 

exposition of environmental hazards. Yes, 9/11 is one such 
snow job which is getting, finally, attention here in the US. 
With all best wishes, 

Ronni Solbert, Randolph VT

Afghan Pipeline Quagmire
It is my view that the people of Canada are being sub-

jected to a great deception. Two political parties which are 
largely funded by corporate interests, the Liberals and the 
Conservative Party of Canada, are responsible for sending 
our troops to Afghanistan. Nearly every day we are told 
that our troops are in Afghanistan to “defeat terrorism,” 
to “rebuild schools, roads, and infrastructure,” to “defend 
Canada’s national interests,” to “provide security and de-

velopment,” to “ensure that country moves forward as a 
peaceful and democratic society,” to “provide stable and 
effective government for the people,” and so on. 

Rarely, if ever, do our politicians or the corporate 
controlled media mention that Afghanistan was invaded 
by the United States in order to achieve their objective of 
securing territory for the construction of a pipeline cor-
ridor from the Caspian basin to the Indian Ocean, or that 
the Ottawa government agreed to send combat troops to 
Afghanistan in order to free up American troops for ser-
vice in Iraq. 

The young men and women in our armed forces are 
trained to follow orders. It is not their role to question 
political decisions. They should be applauded for their 
courage. But supporting the troops and supporting the war 
are two different issues. I believe our country is becoming 
mired in a Vietnam-like situation it should never have be-
come involved in. The most effective way we can support 
our troops is by pulling them out of Afghanistan before 
too many more lives are lost. 

William Dascavich, Edmonton AB

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the 
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous 

letters will not be published. Send your musings and your mis-
sives to: Watershed Sentinel, Box 39, Whaletown, BC V0P 1Z0 

editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Help Wanted!
Volunteers needed to research, create and 

produce the Watershed Sentinel.
Contact editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Calling for: Production and volunteer managers, 
fact checkers, copy writers for news briefs, 

researchers/writers, cartoonists, subscription 
manager, circulation and donor development, proof 

readers, web master. Must be able to work via 
email on short notice with quick turnaround.
Also Ad representative(s) for BC, Vancouver, 

Vancouver Island and Toronto, generous 
commission.

PS: if you have already volunteered, your contact info 
may have been lost in an electronic disaster. Please 

forgive us and get in touch again. 
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Save the Caribou — Kill the Bears
In October, the BC government announced another  of 

its innovative plans to save species at risk. This time, the 
favoured animal was mountain caribou, a species whose 
numbers are plummeting, due to habitat destruction by log-
ging and motorized recreation [See “Canada’s Sham Wild-
life Protection,” Watershed Sentinel, May-June 2006 and 
“Fixing Things Right,” p. 22.] 

The plan calls for abandonment or possible relocation 
of small herds to somewhere else (?-Ed), slaughter of preda-
tors such as wolves, bear and cougar as well as competing 
species like elk, deer and moose, and minimal further habi-
tat protection. Although the government said it was follow-
ing science decisions, in fact a 2005 science panel reported: 
“Decisions regarding predator-prey management will need 
to be made in the context of multiple uncertainties and 
monitored closely to determine responses.” That panel also 
said what was needed was “protection of current mountain 
caribou habitat (especially large patches of old forest).” 

“Endangered species in British Columbia need a sci-
ence-based recovery plan, not the personal or political 
opinions of individual politicians,” stated Dave Quinn of 
Wildsight. 

Globe & Mail, Times Colonist, Valhalla Wilderness 
Watch, Wildsight, October 25, 2006.

Court Protects US Western Arctic
A US federal judge has blocked the Bush Administra-

tion from proceeding with oil and gas development in the 
Western Arctic Reserve, home to 45,000-member Teshek-
puk Lake caribou herd. Tens of thousands of migratory 
birds come to the Reserve from as far away as Antarctica 
The court ruled that the Interior Department failed to con-
sider the cumulative environmental impacts of oil and gas 
drilling on the sensitive ecosystem. 

— Natural Resources Defense Council,October 5, 2006

Resorts in BC Parks 
November 1, the official deadline for proposals to build 

private accommodations inside Wells Gray provincial park 
in BC, at a site which would have required expensive heli-
copter access, has passed with no applicants. Politicians at 
the recent Union of BC Municipalities conference in Victo-
ria passed a resolution opposing the development of resorts 
in parks, a policy announced by the provincial government 
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for 12 parks. Mount Robson and Elk Lakes Provincial Parks 
did receive proposals and the process is still open for the 
other parks. 

— Clearwater Times, November 6, 2006

Aussies Get Tough on Pesticides
In Australia, farmers will now be required to get 

written permission from their neighbours before they can 
conduct aerial spraying of crops. Under the federal govern-
ment reporting program, labels for all chemicals would be 
reviewed to determine if they provided adequate protection 
against misuse. New chemicals will be subject to “more 
vigourous science” for assessment, said Australian Pesti-
cides and Veterinary Medicines Authority principal scien-
tist David Loschke. Fines for misuse will be increased and 
farmers will also be required to take training in use of the 
toxics. A rural insurance company, Freemans Agriculture, 
estimates crop losses of more than $25 million a season 
from the drift of chemical spray, a problem intensified with 
the current drought.  

—The Australian, October 12, 2006 

Less Rainforest Downed
Deforestation in the Amazon rain forest has declined 

to its lowest level since 1991 due to strict enforcement of 
environmental regulations, the Brazilian government said 
in October. Due to enforcement of environmental laws, 
only 5,057 square miles of the rain forest were destroyed 
this year — the lowest level since 4,258 square miles were 
lost in 1991. About 20% of the rainforest has been cleared 
for logging or farming.

— http://www.forbes.com, October 26, 2006 

REACH
The European Union’s proposed new chemical law, 

Registration, Evaluation, and Authorisation of Chemicals 
(REACH), puts the onus on industry to prove that products 
are safe. Companies will have to register 30,000 high pro-
duction chemicals. They will also be required to substitute 
safer compounds for those which are persistent, bioaccu-
mulative, toxic, or cause cancer, genetic mutations, or birth 
defects. Canada has recently identified 4,000 such com-
pounds out of approximately 25,000 assessed. 

— Environmental Science and Technology Online, 
November 1, 2006

Have You Heard
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Climate Change Notebook
Fall 2006 

Why Not Just Toss a Coin?
He gets a lot of money from coal companies, and 

his logic’s not great either. 
Scientist Pat Michaels of the University of Virginia 

is the US poster boy of climate denialists. He provides 
the media with those handy “balancing” reports from the 
dissenting science point of view on man-made climate 
change. Now Michaels is preparing a definitive response 
to the next barrage of climate change publicity, expected 
around the upcoming report of the UN’s Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in February. 

According to the New Scientist, Michaels has found 
that 83 out of 115 articles in the journals Nature and Sci-
ence in the past year said the impact of the greenhouse 
effect was likely to be worse than previously predicted. 
Michaels apparently will argue that if the science was 
unbiased, half of the reports would say the impacts 
would be better. What say? The Watershed Sentinel 
suggests that, to be unbiased, half our rocket science (or 
maybe ballistic missile programming) should be based 
on the idea that the sun goes around the earth. What the 
heck, let’s just toss a coin. 

Source: NewScientist.com news service, 
November 4, 2006 

The Brits Weigh In on “Market Failure”
Former World Bank economist Sir Nicholas Stern 

stirred the hornet’s nest with his comprehensive report on 
the economic implications of climate change and the rela-
tively minor cost of slashing emissions globally now, rather 
than waiting until the crisis is full-blown. 

—HM Treasury, October 30, 2006

Wisconsin Invests
The State of Wisconsin has issued a “Declaration of 

Energy Independence” which called for a quarter of elec-
tricity and transportation to be fuelled by renewables by 
2025. The plan is partnered with a scheme to capture 10% 
of the market for renewable production and an investment 
of $450 million in public and private money. The money in-
cludes loans to companies to expand use and production of 
green fuels including an ethanol-from-biomass waste plant, 
and grants for energy researchers, in a program carrying 
with it hopes for 17,000 jobs. 

— Refocus Weekly, October 4, 2006

Plants Thrive
Humans may be developing some serious and well-

warranted angst over the impacts of climate change, but 
NASA reports that, so far, the plants love it. In many parts 
of the planet, the climate grew warmer, wetter and sunnier, 
and vegetation responded with about a 6% total increase in 
productive, carbon-storing growth, over about 25% of the 
globe. The plants stored more carbon, and analysis shows 
this is due to sunnier weather in the tropics and more mois-
ture in northern climates. NASA scientists added several 
cautions to their data: 

• there is no guarantee that this positive reaction in 
plant growth will continue, 

• the weather under climate change is unfavourable 
to plant growth in many parts of the world, and 

• while plant productivity may have increased 6% in 
1980-2000, human population increased 35% in the same 
time period. 

—http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Study/GlobalGarden/

The Dustbowl Returns 
An analysis of the climate for the past 750 years for the 

southern prairies has shown that the late 20th century was 
unusually wet for this drought-prone region. The research 
from the Prairie Adaptive Research Collaboration, based 
on lake sediment and tree ring sampling, suggests that the 
Dustbowl years of 1921 to 1950 are more typical of long 
term weather patterns and certainly to be expected under 
climate change scenarios: “…we suggest that the immedi-
ate impacts of future global warming may be to return the 
prairie environment to past conditions in which persistent 
aridity was recorded for intervals of decades or longer.”

The southern prairie is now actually drier than it was 
during the Dustbowl years. In the meantime, Alberta has 
frozen the granting of new water licenses for irrigation 
from the southern Bow River, although water experts say 
the measure is inadequate in light of lower water levels due 
to less snow and receding glaciers in the Rockies. 

—“Aridity on the Canadian Plains: Future Trends 
and Past Variability,” Prairie Adaptive Research 

Collaboration, CBC News, October 18, 2006.  

Compiled by Delores Broten
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Arizona Climbs Aboard 
In September Arizona Governor Janet Napolitano 

signed an executive order which commits the state to re-
ducing greenhouse gas emissions and adopting California-
style auto emission standards for new cars by 2011. A plan 
developed by a Climate Change Advisory Group includes 
incentives for consumers to buy energy-conserving 
appliances, a speed limit of 60 mph for commercial 
vehicles, public purchases of gas-electric hybrid or 
other low emission vehicles, with 49 measures in all. 
The plan is expected to raise the cost of new cars, 
but cut air pollution in half and save over $5 billion 
dollars. Arizona now joins a handful of states, in-
cluding California, Oregon and Maine, in working 
on Climate Change Strategies. 

—The Arizona Republic, September 2006

BS Welcome in Michigan Waste-
to-Energy Program
A Michigan dairy farm will be home to a new 

biodigester which turns animal waste from a source 
of water pollution and an emitter of greenhouse 
gases into electricity. The construction of the dairy 
farm biomass conversion plant was announced in 
October by the Michigan Public Service Commis-
sion, Grand Valley State University, and farmer Tim 
den Dulk. 

The $2 million project will be a commercial demon-
stration of an advanced biodigester technology that con-
verts renewable dairy biomass waste (manure and bedding) 
into valuable methane gas and subsequently to electricity. 
The plant also produces fertilizer with 99% less pathogens 
than manure. 

The biodigester will be 48 feet in diameter and 47 feet 
tall. The manure from the cows will be kept in the digest-
er tank for an average of 21 days at around 98.6 degrees. 
The main product of the process is biogas, which is com-
prised of 60 percent methane. That gas will have the hy-
drogen sulfide removed to eliminate its sour smell before 
transfer to a holding tank. Then it will be available to be 
used in microturbines or boilers to create electricity and 
heat. Methane, when released to the atmosphere, is a potent 
greenhouse gas.

For more information: Imad Mahawili, Executive Di-
rector, Michigan Alternative and Renewable Energy Cent-
er, Ph: 616 331-6905.

—Grand Valley State University, October 20, 2006

Blame the Destruction of Peat Bogs 
A report from Wetlands International says that drain-

age and burning of tropical peat bogs is a major source of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide. The Dutch water research in-
stitute Delft Hydraulics has estimated that “annual peatland 
emissions from South-East Asia far exceed fossil fuel con-

tributions from major polluting countries.” Wetlands Inter-
national estimated that emissions from Indonesian peat-
lands alone, when drained or burnt, total 2 billion tonnes 
of carbon dioxide a year — almost a tenth of world green-
house gas emissions from human activities led by burning 
coal, oil and natural gas. 

Peat lands cover more than 400 million hectares, about 
3 percent of the world’s land and fresh water area, rang-
ing from the Russian permafrost to the Andes. They store 
2 trillion tonnes of carbon dioxide, or about 100 years of 
emissions from fossil fuels.

Wetlands International urged developed countries to 
stop importing timber, pulp and biofuels, such as palm oil 
which is widely viewed as a clean substitute for oil, grown 
on drained peat. When the destruction of peat is taken into 
account, a tonne of palm oil emits 20 times the CO2 as a 
tonne of gasoline. In the long term, protection of peatland 
would be far less expensive than other carbon restrictive 
measures. 

—Reuters, November 3, 2006; “Peatland destruction 
fuels climate change,” Wetlands International,

 www.wetlands.org

NEWS

November-December 2006
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GE Trees 
Taking Root in the Forest Industry

November-December 2006

by Lucretia Schanfarber

Today, nearly 100 years since these memorable words 
were penned, the genetic sanctity and survival of our 
planet’s trees are at risk. Several countries around 

the world, including our own Canada, have embarked upon 
a biotechnological journey that may be leading us down 
the path of genetic devastation for our natural forests and 
trees. 

Concerns about genetically engineered foods and in-
dustrial crops continue. At the same time we must face the 
reality of another, potentially greater, threat to planetary 
biodiversity  - genetically engineered (GE) trees. 

Rooted in Money 

Surfing the Canadian Forest Service (CFS) website 
(www.nrcan.gc.ca/cfs), it is disconcerting to find evidence 
that the federal agency entrusted with the safe keeping of  
our nation’s forests has become an enthusiastic supporter 
and promoter of genetically engineered trees.  

The FAQ pages (Frequently Asked Questions) of the 
CFS site ask and answer the question: “Why are genetic-

Trees 
Alfred Joyce Kilmer (1886–1918) 

I think that I shall never see  
A poem lovely as a tree.  

A tree whose hungry mouth i s prest  
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast;  

A tree that looks at God all day,   
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;  

A tree that may in summer wear  
A nest of robins in her hair;  

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;  
Who intimately lives with rain.  

Poems are made by fools like me,  
But only God can make a tree.  

ally engineered trees being produced? The objective is to 
produce more healthy trees on a smaller land base. Present 
levels in the demand for wood will double by the year 2020. 
Genetically engineered trees can be used in intensively 
managed plantations to decrease the effect of human pres-
sure on our ecosystems while increasing the competitive-
ness of Canada’s forestry industry.” 

The forest industry’s keen interest in and promotion of 
genetically altered trees hinges upon the quest for signifi-
cant monetary benefits. For instance, by controlling certain 
economically relevant traits, such as decreasing lignins - 
lignins are the naturally occurring chemical compound in 
wood that strengthens cell walls - and increasing growth 
rates, profits to the pulp and paper industries could improve 
significantly. 

The subtext of government and industry’s combined 
GE tree message is: “Trust us, we know best. Monocultural 
plantations of genetically engineered trees will save our na-
tive forests. First we will cut down that messy, unpredict-
able hodgepodge of all kinds and shapes and sizes of trees 
that’s growing out there now. Then we will plant our new, 
improved trees! Rows upon rows upon rows,  perfectly 
spaced for easy cutting; all genetically programmed to 

survive the pesticides, herbicides and fungicides we will 
need to douse them with. They will all grow to the same 
height and width, in the same time, and will all have the 
same ‘novel traits’ we have engineered into them in order 
to maximize our profits.” 

 This cheerleader mentality of rooting for a very new 
and untested biotechnology is deeply disturbing for a var-
iety of reasons. One obvious reason is the assumption and 
promotion of the unproven premise that the benefits of 
growing and harvesting genetically engineered trees out-
weighs the risks and hazards. This is yet another example 
of governments, corporations and possibly academics dis-
regarding the universal precepts of the precautionary prin-
ciple. The precautionary principle is included in the Canad-
ian Environmental Protection Act and in the environmental 
charters of many other nations for good cause: to protect 
the environment and future generations against threats of 
serious or irreversible damage. 

FORESTS

“GE trees are the greatest threat to the 
native forest since the chainsaw.” 
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Talking Profit

The forest industry seems to have adopted a hybrid 
language that obscures their intentions to make GE tree 
plantations a part of the Canadian landscape. Less than 10 
years ago, a newsletter published by the Poplar Council of 
Canada (PCC) dated July 1998 and still displayed on their 
website (www.poplar.ca) proudly told its trade members to 
prepare for the next big thing in forest management: gen-
etic engineering. Blatantly touted as the answer to bigger 
profits and more industry-friendly timber, GE trees were 
openly endorsed and raised as the sceptre of the future of 
forest management. Newsletter excerpts from PCC reveal 
a condescendingly patriarchal undertone to the effect that 
the only thing standing in the way of this pre-arranged mar-
riage between biotechnology and the forest industry were 
the ignorant, fearful public. The code text might indeed 
read: ‘Those damned consumers and pesky conservation-
ists…why don’t they get out of our way and let us run the 
forests.’

The ensuing public rejection of GE crops undoubtedly 
led PCC to adopt a more subdued but nonetheless enduring 
strategy for introducing GE trees to Canadians. 

But with the recent flush of international recognition 
(Science, September 15, 2006), tree genome researchers are 
systematically targeting the forestry industry as a funding 
resource. A June 2006 paper prepared for Genome Canada 
and presented to PCC by Barb Thomas and Jim Richardson, 
titled “Poplar Genomics to Poplar Production: Bridging the 
gap for best use of our resources and knowledge” highlights 
many potential benefits to this academic-corporate union. 

A cozy triad of government, forestry industry stake-
holders and academic biotechnology researchers is develop-
ing, poised to promote the public acceptance of GE trees.  

GE Trees in Canada 

Thus far, there has been no recorded release of GE 
trees in Canada. But there is definitely research being con-
ducted. According to the David Suzuki Foundation (www.
davidsuzuki.org), four “confined” GE tree research trials 
are underway. All located in Eastern Canada, these trials 
include two test plots of GE poplars, one plot of GE Black 
Spruce and a plot of White Spruce with an insecticidal gene 
from Bacillus thurningiensis (BT). Note that many scien-

 
Although they are frequently used inter-

changeably, the terms “genetically modified,” 
“genetically engineered,” and “transgenic” 
do not entirely mean the same thing. 

A genetically modified tree is one that has 
had its genetic material altered through any meth-
od, including conventional breeding. 

A genetically engineered tree is one that 
has been modified using techniques that permit 
the direct transfer of genes to that organism. Col-
lectively these techniques are called recombinant 
DNA technology. 

A transgenic tree has been genetically engi-
neered using genes from another genus. 

As you can see, transgenic trees are not the 
same as hybrid trees. There’s a big difference.

Hybridization involves selecting trees with 
desirable traits and breeding them (sexual re-
production) to produce beneficial offspring. This 
selective cross breeding uses genetically distinct 
parents within the same species and genes are 
not individually manipulated. 

Transgenic trees, however, have been genet-
ically engineered to contain DNA from an external 
source. They have undergone a genetic alteration 
or modification whereby specific genes have been 
added or removed to produce a unique genetic 
combination that is expressed in the tree. 

Genetic modification includes selecting genes 
from different species (or kingdoms) and re-mix-
ing them to produce novel traits not found in the 
tree’s wild relatives and not previously seen in its 
species. 

The hoped for novel traits produced in trans-
genic trees include: 

• herbicide tolerance
• pest and viral resistance
• abiotic (i.e drought and freezing) stress  

 tolerance
• tissue composition
• modified fibre quality and quantity
• altered growth rate
• altered reproductive development
• modified versions of fruit or flowers

Continued on Page 10  

tists, including Dr. Suzuki, are concerned that pollen from 
outdoor GE trees can never be entirely safely confined.

In Canada, GE plants and trees are regulated by the 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). The CFIA 

A cozy triad of government, forestry indus-
try stakeholders and academic biotechnol-
ogy researchers is developing, poised to 

promote the public acceptance of GE trees. 
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medical applications. Our policy about genetic research is 
that there should be more of it, more of it aimed at answer-
ing questions about long term effects on health and the en-
vironment, and less of it shielded as ‘confidential business 
information’ as at present. We believe genetic technology 
belongs indoors, with containment, not outdoors in fields 
and forests.”

The Geography of GE Trees 

The GE tree threat is worldwide. A preliminary list of 
GE trees in various stages of research and development was 

compiled by Dr. Neil Carman of 
the Sierra Club Genetic Engin-
eering Committee in 2005. The 
list reveals that hundreds of field 
trials and genetic engineering 
laboratory efforts are under way 
around the world to commercial-
ly develop GE trees (www.mind-
fully.org).

Based on information from 
Global Justice Ecology (www.
globaljusticeecology.org), the 
United States has 150 GE tree 
test plots and conducts over two 
thirds of the world’s GE tree re-
search. China is believed to cur-
rently be the only country where 

commercial GE tree plantations exist. They are unregulat-
ed; GE trees can be bought at nurseries and planted any-
where. Chile may be next in the queue of countries wanting 
to commercialize GE trees. 

Rooting for the Future of Trees 

The poem “Trees” is probably the most quoted poem 
in American history. Its opening couplet has been deeply 
planted in the psyche of millions of people. And for good 
reason. Trees have held a revered place in all cultures as 
universal symbols of life, abundance and fertility. They 
play a critical role in sustaining the health of our planet’s 
ecosystem. 

We must stand together, roll up 
our sleeves and continue to do 
whatever it takes to preserve 
the biodiversity of our plan-
et’s trees.  

t

Lucretia Schanfarber is a 
writer and editor living in BC.

Reach for Unbleached
c/o Box 39, Whaletown BC

V0P1Z0
http://www.rfu.org

is currently updating the “Guidelines for Confined Field 
Trials of Forest Tree Plants with Novel Traits” and has in-
vited consultation from tree improvement associations and 
academic, federal, provincial, territorial and private forest 
sectors. No mention of invited public input can be found on 
the CFIA site. 

Global Resistance to GE trees 

The worldwide outcry to ban the release of GE trees 
into the environment is getting 
stronger and louder. Angry pub-
lic scorn has led to vandalism of 
laboratories and field sites con-
taining genetically modified trees 
in several countries including the 
USA and Canada. Forest accredit-
ation bodies, including the Forest 
Stewardship Council, have also 
expressed concern about the use 
of transgenic trees and will not 
certify plantations that contain re-
search trials of transgenic trees. 

Last April (2006) mounting 
international concerns led dele-
gates to the United Nations Con-
vention on Biological Diversity to 
pass a formal UN declaration urging caution on GE trees. 
Greenpeace International’s submission to the convention 
stated that the risk of harmful environmental effects from 
transgenic forest trees is considerably greater than from 
shorter-lived GE crops, particularly because trees can re-
produce many times before they are harvested. The submis-
sion provided evidence on ecological risks associated with 
transgenic forest trees, calling them “significant and likely 
to prove unmanageable and irreversible.”  

The submission further stated “Greenpeace is opposed 
to the release of genetically engineered organisms into the 
environment at the present state of knowledge and calls for 
a ban on the release of transgenic trees. As an interim meas-
ure a global moratorium on commercial releases and on lar-
ger scale experimental releases is recommended.” 

The impact of “out-of-the-lab” GE  trees is yet to be 
fully determined, but a determined consortium of environ-
mental health organizations has called for a global  morator-
ium on the commercial release of genetically modified trees 
until further research has been conducted. 

Sierra Club’s website states the organization “does 
not oppose the use of genetic science in indoor research or 

 GE Trees continued

Photo by E. Strijbos
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1. Uncontrollable cross-pollination 
The threat of GE trees interbreeding with wild trees is 

extreme. Tree pollen can be blown by the wind and drift on 
air currents for hundreds, possibly thousands, of kilometres 
from its source. This can lead to unintentional but irrevers-
ible cross-pollination and the spread of genes from trans-
genic trees to unmodified trees, native, wild and cultivated 
alike. Evidence of significant cross-pollination between 
genetically engineered crops and wild varieties has already 
been shown in corn, rice and canola. Although scientists 
hope to create sterile GE trees to prevent pollination of 
native trees, it is not 100% assured. 

2. Ecosystem disruption 
Trees which have been genetically modified for plan-

tation planting to produce specific commercially advanta-
geous traits could prove devastating to natural tree popu-
lations. Subsequent offspring from cross-breeding could 
alter the way trees cycle nutrients and water. Genetically 
modified plantation trees developed for high growth rates 
absorb more nutrients and moisture than traditional varie-
ties. This depletion creates a threat to the productivity of 
the land. Low lignin GE trees (or their hybrid offspring) 
would also decompose far more quickly, which would alter 
soil structure, ecology and fertility.

3. Toxic properties 
Novel traits such as insect and fungal resistance and 

low lignin content produced through genetic engineering 
could harm natural tree species. For example, beneficial 
insects could be poisoned by genetically produced biopes-
ticides and the application of stronger pesticides designed 
specifically for application to GE trees. Other native forest 
species including fungi (mushrooms), insects and birds 
would be negatively impacted through toxicity and food 
supply reductions.  

4. “Super pests”
Trees bred with biopesticide properties are of particular 

concern to the health of the many beneficial insects living 
in our forests. This genetically engineered trait allows for 

 

greater tolerance to toxic pesticide use and also has the 
potential to lead to the creation of pesticide-resistant “super 
pests” that would be especially harmful to unprotected, 
natural plants.

5. “Super weeds” 
Another novel trait manipulated in the production of 

some GE trees is herbicide tolerance. There are concerns 
that this trait would allow for and actually encourage the 
greater use of toxic herbicides in the growing of plantation 
trees. Like rampant pesticide use, the excessive applica-
tion of herbicides could reduce biodiversity by killing other 
plants, lead to an increase in the growth of resistant types 
of weeds, as well as polluting soil and water. 

6. Patented monopolies 
Smaller wood lot managers and timber producers will 

be faced with the same economic risks and outcomes as 
those associated with growing genetically engineered 
agricultural crops such as corn and soy. Transgenic trees, 
like their bioengineered food crop counterparts, will be 
patented, which could quickly lead to a monopoly of large 
timber corporations controlling the industry. 

7. Silent forests, unlivable habitat 
When trees are grown purely for the sake of commer-

cial traits, natural reproduction through seed dispersal from 
pine cones and similar structures is potentially eliminated. 
Without seeds to eat, many forest creatures have no food 
source. Transgenic trees with herbicide resistant traits will 
promote the use of stronger herbicides to eliminate forest 
bed undergrowth which normally provides habitat and food 
for a wide range of forest dwelling creatures. While herbi-
cides and pesticides are already being used with non-GE 
species, it is thought that GE tree plantations will exacer-
bate their use. Trees engineered to produce their own pes-
ticides will create a poisonous environment for the myriad 
insects and other small creatures such as spiders, litter layer 
crustaceans, worms and mulluscs living in association with 
trees. The net result? Silent, toxic, uninhabitable forests. 

Risky Business

See Also  Page 12, What You Can Do   
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1. SIGN ON
•  Sign-on to the letter to the Secretariat of the United Nations Convention on 
Biological Diversity calling for a ban on genetically engineered trees. Sign on 
here: www.wrm.org.uy/subjects/GMTrees/LetterCBD.html 
Or sign on here: Global Justice Ecology www.globaljusticeecology.org
2. CALL 
•  In Canada call and email the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) atten-
tion Wendy Shearer to voice your strong opposition. Her email address is: 
shearerw@inspection.gc.ca   Ph:  613-221-3944
•  Your MP and MLA 
•  Your local and  regional TV, radio and print media and news providers and 
express your concern and desire for more info and coverage

3. TELL 
•  Everyone who will listen to you about this timely concern
•  Garden clubs
•  Directors of  public gardens

4. WRITE 
•  Letters to editors of papers and magazines telling them you want to read more 
info about this issue
•  Your MP and MLA telling them you want them to oppose GE trees 
•  To voice your opposition 

5. BE INFORMED & STAY INFORMED 
•  Contact the newly formed Canadian Biotechnology Action Network (CBAN)  
Coordinator, Lucy Sharratt, email: coordinator@cban.ca
•  Join online watch dog organizations such as: www.globaljusticeecology.org
or www.stopgetrees.org  
6. TAKE ACTION
•  Get an Action Tool Kit by going to:  www.stopgetrees.org
7. WATCH & SHOW WITH FRIENDS & NEIGHBOURS 
•  Show the DVD, “A Silent Forest, The Growing Threat of Genetically Engi-
neered Trees,” narrated by Dr. David Suzuki.  It can be ordered thru: www.cus-
tomflix.com
8. PLANT TREES
•  Plant non-invasive, drought tolerant trees

9. SUPPORT 
•  Local nurseries and garden centres. Tell them about this threat to our trees and 
ask for their support to help you distribute information

things 
you can do

to oppose the
proliferation of GE trees

Stand up for trees
GE Rice Contamination
In the summer of 2006, Eu-

ropean countries discovered unli-
censed genetically engineered long 
grain white rice (LLRICE601) from 
American field trials had contami-
nated not only American supplies, 
but those in the European Union.  
The EU moved in October to com-
pulsory testing of all US shipments 
to screen for genetic contamina-
tion. In the meantime, Indian rice 
farmers protested field trials of 
genetically engineered short grain 
rice, saying it could cost hundreds 
of thousands of poor farmers their 
livelihood if Indian crops of GM-
free Basmati became contaminated 
and banned from export. Thailand 
announced sales of its GE free rice 
were booming. 

The Canadian Food Inspec-
tion Agency, while noting the un-
approved rice closely resembles an 
approved strain, instituted testing 
of shipments and required docu-
mentation that imports were free of 
LLRICE601. 

 —DB, Reuters, October 31, 2006 
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by Anne Cameron

Yeh, it’s all them cardboard chow mein take-out 
containers. And that made in China cheap-shit 
plastic toys from K-mart, and what about them 

chopsticks that come with the chow mein?
Victoria isn’t going to get too gnarly about what can 

and can’t be burned because there is huge money to be 
made. This bright idea in Gold River is  going to see “waste 
wood and other material” barged up from Washington and 
Oregon. There isn’t enough “waste wood” on the entire flip-
pin’ Island to keep Gold River turning out electricity, let 
alone all the other companies which have suddenly decided 
their very existence (and all those jobs) depend on permis-
sion to burn burn burn, baby burn. But add in construction 
waste, complete with artificial fibre carpets which everyone 
is throwing away because they’ve finally 
learned of the gasses they exude, and 
all that frankenwood furniture which is 
made mostly with glue and sawdust and 
falls apart real fast, and toss in the tar 
paper and whatever shingles being hauled off rooves, and 
all that plastic and creosote soaked crap and hey, you can 
get a real good heat happening.

And after all, the smoke will blow “away.”
And greenhouse gas emissions and all such paranoid 

fantasy are just more guff from those environmental nuts 
who think Kyoto was a good idea. Anyway, if they can 
make enough money it might help pay for the bloody blue 
box thing which has been nothing but a pain in the ass from 
the very start and pricey, too. And we’ll just sort out the 
glass and the aluminium cans and throw that mountain of 
newspaper and boxboard in with the gobbitch and ship’er 
off with the bits of amputated limbs from the hospitals and 
at however much a tonne, hey, it will all work really well.

Besides, we don’t have to worry. Look at how many 
of those environmental groups are taking corporate “dona-
tions” now. Just tell them that your smokestack is as high 
as the tower of Babel ever was, and talk about secondary 
combustion, sort of an advanced Great Woodstoves I Have 
Known hippy conversation. Put a few nonfunctioning mon-
itors up-wind of the place, put’em up high and tell people 
well, if you want to climb the ladder to check you first have 
to take this course in ladder climbing and this one in read-
out reading and then prove you’ve got your own insurance 
and then sure, you can go up and check for yourself.

Listen, this is do-able. It’ll be fine. Just fine. Just keep 
feeding the scare stories about energy crisis to the lazy 

ANNE’S RANT

It’s that damn Terre
Several recent burning issues on Vancouver Island led author Anne Cameron
to set aside her work on her latest novel to discuss matters of civic concern.

fuckers at the newspapers and every-
one in town is going to run in circles 
screaming and shouting because what about the drier, and 
the microwave oven and the big screen TV and the air con-
ditioner and sun lamp and while they’re agreeing we have 
to do something we can burn stuff and claim it’s to save en-
ergy and burn other stuff and claim it’s to make energy and 
then burn other stuff and pretend it’s got something to do 
with energy. And if they get too snoopy we’ll invade Iran 
and drop a few nukes and tell them terrists is why there’s 
an energy crisis and it’s part of the war on terror effort and 
scare the shit out of them and burn some more anyway.

Because Victoria is taking orders from Ottawa and Ot-
tawa gets their orders from WARshington and they sure as 

hell don’t care how many kids develop 
asthma or Chronic Pulmonary Obstruc-
tion Disease, or are born with an eye in 
the middle of the forehead or no eyes at 
all or holes in their hearts or so retarded 

they don’t have the sucking instinct. And really, will you 
just calm down a bit here? I mean, so there aren’t as many 
frogs as there were. When was the last time you saw people 
organize a parade over a few frogs?

And tell the truth, now, when was the last time you 
really actually saw a newt or a salamander, most people 
don’t even know they exist let alone know there’s a differ-
ence. 

Just simmer the fuck down. This is not a big deal. We’ve 
got’er all in control. Guys whose foreheads start at the chin 
and slide to the backs of their necks have been working on 
this for years and they’ve got it aced. 

Nobody likes a conspiracy theorist, give yourself a 
break here. Number one ninety nine point nine nine percent 
of them will never even ask the question and the ones who 
do won’t figure out an answer and none of them count ex-
cept when they pay their taxes, which we’re going to raise, 
by the way. To finance the war against the Terrists.

It’s that damn terre is the problem, you know. I was 
never in favour of bilingualism anyway. Some of ‘em, so 
help me god, they don’t even know the  difference between 
mer and mere and mare! Supernumerary population is such 
a pain in the ass.

t
Anne Cameron has published more than 30 books, including the 
classic Daughters of Copper Woman. She lives in Tahsis, BC.

Just tell them that your 
smokestack is as high as the 

tower of Babel ever was
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by Art Joyce 

Imagine hik-
ing into a 
‘land that 

time forgot’, 
where the still-
living ‘dino-
saurs’ are an-
cient groves of 
Western Red 
Cedar and Hem-
lock. Where 
beards of moss 
slung from 
elbowed branch-

es whisper a primeval peace increasingly unknown to the 
modern world. A silence made all the richer by the continu-
ous shush of glacier-fed creeks and rivers. The youngest of 
the large trees here were saplings when the first Europeans 
were landing on the eastern shores 
of North America 400 years ago. 
The oldest trees were young in the 
dying days of the Roman Empire, 
nearly two millennia ago.

The Incomappleux River valley 
— stretching roughly north-south 
from the upper reaches of Arrow Lake near Nakusp in the 
southeastern interior of BC — is that land. Or what’s left 
of it. Over the past four decades, three-quarters of the val-
ley, an area roughly 35 square kilometres, has been logged. 
The steep terrain cradled by the confluence of the Battle 
Brook and Incomappleux rivers contains the valley’s last 
1000 hectares of commercially loggable intact old-growth 
forest. 

The Incomappleux is part of a well-watered ecosystem 

November-December 2006

known to biologists as the world’s only inland temperate 
rainforest (ITR). Half of all the Coastal Temperate Rain-
forest in the world is in a narrow strip from Alaska down 
to Oregon. Inland Temperate Rainforest is even more rare. 
It occurs nowhere else in the world but in the central and 
northern interior Wet Belt. It embraces part of the West 
Kootenay, extending southward into Washington, Idaho 
and Montana, and as far north as BC’s Robson Valley near 
McBride. This unique rainforest is home to populations of 
wolf, lynx, wolverine, grizzly bear, cougar, bighorn sheep, 
elk, moose, mule deer, white-tailed deer, mountain goat, 
and the endangered mountain caribou. 

The western slopes of the Cariboo, Monashee, Sel-
kirk, Purcell and central Rocky Mountains capture moist 
air as it moves inland from the Pacific Ocean. It creates 
the only rainforest in the world where a major part of the 
precipitation falls as snow. This makes for a unique mix-
ture of plants that includes species from coastal, interior 
and boreal zones. Stands of Western Red Cedar and West-
ern Hemlock do not occur together inland anywhere else in 

the world. Normally they are found 
only on North America’s west coast 
and in the Far East.

Lichenologists have discovered 
rare or endangered species of flora 
in the Incomappleux River valley, 
normally present only in coastal 

rainforest. One of these, a phosphorescent pale green moss 
called ‘Goblin’s Gold’ is found only in the moist under-
world of fallen root stumps. Spores of this ancient flora have 
been found in our oldest known fossils. Farther south in the 
valley, in the Kelly Creek marshes, is found an endangered 
species known as the ochroleucous bladderwort, a ‘carniv-
orous’ plant that catches small underwater insects in a blad-
der-like traps on its leaves.

Craig Pettitt, who works as a forestry technician with 

Ancient Rainforest with an Uncertain Future

FORESTS

The Incomappleux

The youngest of the large trees here 
were saplings when the first Europeans 
landed on the eastern shores of North 

America 400 years ago. The oldest trees 
were young in the dying days of the Ro-
man Empire, nearly two millennia ago.
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the Valhalla Wilderness Society, leads small parties of hik-
ers into the Incomappleux as part of the Society’s campaign 
to generate awareness of the unique global treasure to be 
found in the inland rainforest. “In nearly 
40 years of working in forestry I’ve never 
seen another old growth forest of this size, 
with trees of this age, in southeastern BC,” 
he says.

Now imagine that the rare intact old-
growth rainforest stands could be lost for-
ever to logging. The Incomappleux valley 
is part of a tree farm license held by Pope 
& Talbot (TFL#23). Mother Nature has 
already weighed in with her verdict. Last 
fall a large rock slide buried a bridge on 
the logging road, forcing the company to 
postpone its logging plans and temporar-
ily close the road [See “Inland Rainforests 
and Common laws,” by Tom Prior, Water-
shed Sentinel, Nov-Dec 2005]. Damage to 
the support structure for the bridge will 
be costly to repair, making it potentially 
unprofitable to log. According to Pope & 
Talbot’s woodlands manager Geoff Bek-
ker, due to the current slump in timber 
prices, and uncertainty over the outcome 
of the softwood lumber dispute with the 
US, the company says it’s in no hurry to 
log the area. 

“We have agreed to put a large part of 
the Battle Brook area into an Old Growth 
Management Area (OGMA), including some low elevation 
areas on the east side of the river,” says Bekker.  

However, according to Pettitt, there are substantial 
areas of talus slope and cliff face in the OGMA shown on 
Pope & Talbot’s maps, making the OGMA look far larger 
than it actually is. This OGMA also omits substantial areas 
on the west side of the river with old growth forest contain-
ing some trees up to four metres in diameter and sensitive 
wetlands. 

“Our position is, we want to see the whole area set 
aside and protected, not broken up into fragments,” says 
Pettitt. “The majority of this forest by Pope & Talbot’s own 
definition is inoperable.” 

Any logging of the old growth forest, he warns, will 
open up the forest canopy, allowing more winds and dry-
ing that will destroy the moist rainforest ecology. Valhalla 
Wilderness Society (VWS) has been working with a coali-
tion of interior environmental groups on terrain mapping 
of the entire ITR range with the Craighead Environmental 
Institute. Dr. Lance Craighead and Baden Cross have spent 

Hon. Gordon Campbell, Premier, 
West Annex, Parliament Buildings
Victoria, BC V8V 1X4
Ph: 250-387-1715; Fax: 250-387-0087
Email: Gordon.Campbell.MLA@leg.bc.ca
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countless hours on GIS mapping to provide digitized scien-
tific data on wildlife habitat, forest cover, clearcuts, roads 
and forest development plans. According to Craighead, at 

least 50% of the range must be protected 
if wildlife populations are to have the ne-
cessary travel corridors to survive. 

The Incomappleux is part of a pro-
posed extension of Bugaboo Provincial 
Park put forward by Western Canada Wil-
derness Committee (WCWC). Currently 
the VWS is studying the area on its GIS 
mapping to locate the high-value forest 
habitat and areas needed for connectivity. 
Ideally, the Incomappleux in addition to 
some other key forest stands, should be 
added to Glacier National Park, whose 
boundary lies some 10-15 kilometres to 
the north of Battle Brook. 

Due to jurisdictional issues, Parks 
Canada is unable to act unless the BC 
government is prepared to remove the In-
comappleux from its TFL. Susan Hall of 
Parks Canada’s Revelstoke office agrees it 
would make an excellent addition to the 
park system but that it’s not considered a 
high political priority at present. She hast-
ens to add that federal biologists are also 
studying the area’s unique flora closely.

This rainforest represents such a 
rare ecosystem that logging it would re-
sult in an incalculable loss to the world’s 

biodiversity storehouse. We must turn to the internation-
al community if the government does not protect the In-
comappleux soon. 

t

Art Joyce is the author of two books of West Kootenay 
history, A Perfect Childhood, and Hanging Fire & Heavy 
Horses, as well as a 2005 collection of poetry, The Charla-
tans of Paradise (See www.artemporium.ca). He has been 
writing for environmental causes since 2003 and has been a 
freelance journalist since 1990.
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Please write BC Premier Campbell to insist that this glo-
bally unique gem is protected forever from logging. 

The area should be added to 
Glacier National Park.
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FISH

by Delores Broten

On the West Coast, the word ‘fish’ actually only refers 
to salmon. 

Salmon are the lifeblood of the coast and its people, 
and, as we are learning, salmon nurture the great old growth 
forests and creatures far inland. Salmon, silvery, slippery 
and stinky every fall, made this coast and its habitats, and 
salmon was the base of the coastal First Nations life and 
culture.

The great annual cycle of fish from stream to ocean and 
their miraculous return is akin to the breath of the coast. 

So it seems appropriate to stop and ask, how are they 
doing? It’s a deceptively simple question with some com-
plicated answers. “They,” “fish,” as in, “Got any fish?” 
actually represent about 8500 
“races” – there are six types 
of Pacific salmon in Brit-
ish Columbia and each type 
of salmon in each one of the 
thousands of streams is ge-
netically diverse, bonded to its own stream and returning 
to where it hatched. 

Overall, the answer seems to be, ‘as well as can be 
expected,’ given previous over-fishing, severe habitat loss, 
persistent pollution, and now the threats of climate change, 
both in the streams, which only in early November are re-
ceiving the rain they need, and in the ocean where tempera-
tures and nutrients are being affected by climate change. 

When asked for his overall assessment, Bert Ionson, 
Regional Salmon Resource Manager for Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada, told the Watershed Sentinel that it was just 
too soon to tell, “Unfortunately right now we are right in 
the thick of it.” However, for some stocks, the pattern is 
clear. Skeena sockeye have returned at levels a little higher 
than anticipated. Fraser sockeye numbers were less than 
forecast but most of the returns were ok and there is “not a 
real conservation concern” for those fish. 

The Fraser fall chum run is expected to be 2.6 million 
strong with the rest of the coast about average. Pieter Van 
Will, who carries out the aerial surveys for pinks, says the 
Broughton return will be ok, although somewhat reduced.

H e 
says how-
ever, the 
Broughton 
pink disap-
pointment is “not 
localised.” There is a coast-wide 
reduction in pink returns compared to the 
forecasts from their brood year, all the way up to Alaska. 
Conversely, the summer chum run was strong.  

As for coho, Ionson said, “We’re not seeing them yet” 
and said DFO was expecting a reduction in returns com-
pared to the brood year. Part of the problem with the fore-

casts is that the returns depend 
on the impacts of “record weath-
er phenomenon” such as the low 
water everywhere in 2005 and 
the drought and floods of 2006. 
The impact of that will play out 

in 2008 when the fish are scheduled to return. Pinks and 
chums are not as vulnerable to high stream temperatures as 
coho because they do not linger in the streams. 

Ionson pointed out that the ocean survival is now “dis-
mal” where it was relatively reliable, with 8-to-10% return 
on smolts leaving the rivers and hatcheries fifteen years 
ago. “We’re still getting the numbers out but the returns are 
nowhere near what we used to get.” 

As with all salmon issues, the north coast is still rela-
tively healthy, but south coast coho survival is down to 1% 
or even more uncertain.

t

Huge Russian Wild Salmon Reserve
All six species of Pacific salmon are abundant on the 

eastern Russian peninsula of Kamchatka as well as sea-run 
trout and Arctic char. Now in an unprecedented move, gov-
ernments of the area plan to protect nine watersheds, six 
million acres, for salmon, safe from most development. The 
motivation is economic: although the region’s oil and gas 
will be developed, sustainable fishing can last generations.

—New York Times, October 15, 2006 

the state of fish in bc’s rivers this fall 

 - Food for Thought

“From the perspective of the economy, 
I have convinced myself that… salmon 
must be allowed to return to spawn.” 

 —Aleksandr B. Chistyakov, Kamchatka
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More Illegal Driftnets in Pacific
Canadian air patrols in the North Pacific in September 

found more than two dozen boats likely involved in illegal 
driftnet fishing, according to Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 
Canadian aircraft normally search the international waters 
in late spring and had been finding few of the boats in recent 
years. They decided to switch some of the patrols to Sep-
tember based on tips from commercial fishermen. 

— www.planetark.com/ October 3, 2006 

Veteran Fish Biologist Otto Langer 
on Industry Proposals to Devolve the 
Fisheries Act to the Provinces

…The real problem is that the provinces do little to 
protect fish habitat. They hide behind the argument that it 
is a federal responsibility. In BC [rivers] where there are 
no salmon and the Fisheries Act was not applied for many 
decades, the habitat destruction has been much greater than 
elsewhere. For instance the Trail smelter was permitted by 
B.C. to daily dump 400 tonnes of toxic metal slag into the 
Columbia for decades. DFO had to step in a few years ago 
and put an end to it. 

For the industry to say the Act is more stringently ap-
plied in BC than in other provinces is correct. What other 
province has six species of salmon to protect in over 2000 
streams and double the ocean diversity? Meanwhile most 
Atlantic salmon in Eastern Canada including Ontario have 
disappeared or are near extinction. Is that what we want in 
BC? For industry to want the Fisheries Act to be delegated 
to the provinces is a disaster waiting to happen. To date 
over 80% of fish habitat that has been destroyed in Canada 
is destroyed by the provinces, their crown corporations or 
by their municipalities or by industry with provincial ap-
proval permits. Now industry wants to have the wolf watch 
the sheep.

The Federal Government must develop an effective na-
tional standard to protect fish and fish habitat and it should 
be the responsibility of each province to at least offer that 
level of protection. It’s contradictory for industry to argue 
for one standard and then ask that this standard be altered 
for each province. 

The reverse indeed has to be the case. Unfortunately 
each province wants more and more power. Under this sce-
nario we will never have national standards and when it 
comes to provincial mandates, the mandate to promote in-
dustry will always get a priority over fish. 

A balanced analyses of the situation would conclude 
that the problem isn’t largely with the Fisheries Act but with 
the way our confederation operates and with how DFO is 
managed and politically manipulated in Vancouver and 
Ottawa. There are many solutions to how DFO can im-
prove… 

Canada Supports Bottom Trawl
In October, Canada blocked a United Nations morato-

rium on bottom trawling on the open ocean, despite support 
from most nations in the world, including the United States. 
Trawlers, which destry bottom habitat and nurseries, have 
moved into the unregulated high seas in the past 20 years 
because of the decline in coastal fish stocks. Canada has 
no open ocean trawlers but does have a bottom trawl fleet 
within domestic waters. 

— InterPress Service, October 14, 2006

Forty Per Cent Solution
Greenpeace wants 40 per cent of the world’s oceans 

made marine reserves, following an international study that 
said marine ecosystems could collapse within 40 years. The 
study, published in the journal Science, found almost 30 
per cent of species which are fished had reached collapse in 
2003. It said that if nothing was done to reverse the trend, 
little sustainable fish or sea food would remain by 2048. 
Fish in marine protected areas did show signs of fast re-
covery.
 —Greenpeace, CBC News, Science, November 3 2006 
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Commercial harvesting in BC has faced 
dramatic cuts, but forecasts are still that the 

oceans are literally running out of fish.
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Steveston, BC  
October 9, 2006

Dear Friends,
I am in Vancouver attending a conference on Food 

Security. Nine hundred people are attending a five-day 
series of meetings over Thanksgiving to talk about where 
their food comes from and who controls the distribution 
of that food.  At night I am sleeping in Steveston (next to 
Richmond) at my daughter’s house.

The kitchen table where I sit to write this letter at 
my daughter’s place is scheduled to be under water in a 
few decades due to climate change. I have seen the map. 
Everyone who reads the paper has seen the map. My kids 
have seen the map and yet two of them live here happily 
and do not talk about what they know to be true. Similar-
ly, every one of the 900 people at the conference will talk 
to you, at length, about the impacts of climate change on 
our ability to produce food and yet the subject is no part 
of anything presented in formal sessions.

CLIMATE

Each day I wake up and drive downtown to the big 
hotel that houses the conference. Thousands and thou-
sands of people are on those roads with me. They are lis-
tening to news items about melting glaciers on their car 
radios and idling in traffic at the same time, just like me.

I am beginning to feel like we are all caught up in 
some kind of giant conspiracy of silence. Only there is 
no “bad guy” C.I.A. to blame for this conspiracy. We are 
doing it to ourselves.

Maybe we are too rich. Maybe we think that floods 
and hunger cannot happen to us because we are some 
kind of “chosen ones” and we will profit from or buy our 
way out of whatever troubles us in future.

Conversely, maybe we are too far in personal debt 
and think we cannot change how we live without risking 
our ability to make payments. Maybe we figure that if we 
admit to what is happening we would have to do some-
thing about it and doing something would force interest 
rates up and then we would lose our homes.

Maybe we are just stoned into silence by the titilla-
tion of television and popular culture.

“The Emperor is Wearing His Underwear”
A Letter to Friends from Corky Evans, MLA for Nelson-Creston

Quadra Credit union
The Discovery Island’s Full Service 

Financial Cooperative
Serving our members since 1941

  Quadra Island Office – 250 285 3327 
    Cortes Island Office  – 250 935 6617

  www.quadracu.com
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I have been looking around at the Food Security con-
ference and so far I am pretty sure that I am the only elect-
ed person that has come to Vancouver to talk about food. 
I worry that this situation might make me “responsible.” 
Maybe it is supposed to be my job to get the subject of 
climate change out of the closet and 
onto the floor, but, in truth, I have 
no idea how to accomplish this.

Everybody already knows so 
much about the risks invoked by our 
cultural focus on wealth creation 
and growth and cheap energy, that 
to raise the subject is to be seen as 
bringing negativity so absolute into 
the room as to stop hope and pro-
gressive talk cold. It must feel like 
this in fascist countries when the elites get together for 
cocktails after work. Nobody wants to say, “Do you know 
how many peasants we killed today?” for fear of wrecking 
the ambiance at the party.

In truth, I am an optimist. I think that for all its ills 
capitalism has one marvellous upside, which is its ability 
to adjust. To anything. The ability of the “market” to pro-
duce whatever we ask it to produce as fast as we ask it to 
whenever we ask it is a historical “given.”

But we cannot, seemingly, bring ourselves to ask.
We cannot even have a broad public, and political, 

discourse on how to ask because we dare not risk wreck-
ing the party by pointing out that the ice is melting, the sea 
is rising, and we are all getting rich from the economy that 
causes the phenomenon.  

Underlying everything that the 900 people are talking 
about downtown is the fact that every government since 
the French Revolution has encouraged, even required, a 
tacit and unspoken “cheap food policy.” In short, it is as-
sumed that if food prices rise, governments fall. Cheap 
food, of course, is utterly dependent on cheap energy. 
Thus, we cannot talk about the fact that our behaviour 
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will put our children’s house under water and threaten our 
grandchildren’s very survival.

In the fairy tale about the Emperor’s New Clothes it 
was a child that said out loud, “The Emperor is wearing 
his underwear.” I don’t think that is going to work this 

time. The young people I have been 
talking to about climate change 
have already decided that the world, 
as we know it, is in decline and that 
the older generations are all in on 
the Emperor’s deceit.  In the fairy 
tale everything changed when the 
naiveté of youth spoke the truth. 
This time the truth is in the news-
paper. We know the science. We 
just will not risk our well being by 

discussing what to do about it.
This time, I figure, it will require the people in the pa-

rade, the Emperor and all of his entourage, to say out loud 
that our system is no longer sustainable. We need higher 
gas prices to drive down consumption and then higher 
taxes to mitigate against the pain it will cause. We need to 
threaten our own wealth by selling less gas and less coal 
and we must accept that we will, by doing so, risk los-
ing our R.R.S.P.’s when the “market” and the bond rating 
agencies react to our decisions.  Ultimately, interest rates 
will have to rise to compensate for societal and political 
decisions and then house prices will fall and we will not 
be millionaires anymore. 

And then, I think and I hope, innovation will oc-
cur, civilization will adjust, culture and community will 
replace titillation and corporatization as the driving influ-
ences in our lives, and we will survive.

There, I said it. Or some of it. Just enough, anyway, I 
hope, that I can quit walking around the streets in my long 
johns. 

    Sincerely, 
    Corky

CLIMATE

“The kitchen table where I 

sit to write this letter at my 

daughter’s place is scheduled to be 

under water in a few decades due 

to climate change. I have seen the 

map. Everyone who reads the paper 

has seen the map.”
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by Don Malcolm

The sharpened stick of progress has pricked the flesh 
and quickened the imagination of humanity from its first 
whimpering in that long-ago dawn when mankind first 
stood upright on planet Earth. A goad, common to all, in-
dividually and collectively, has pushed humanity through 
self realization, to growing enlightenment and invention. 
Imagination, throughout  the ages, has driven our species 
from the fashioning of stone tools to the conception and use 
of the wheel and the smelting of metals. Somewhere back 
in the reaches of time wild animals were domesticated pro-
viding people with a ready source of food and, in the case 
of oxen and horses, draft animals and personal conveyance. 
With the sword and the horse mankind set out to wage war 
on surrounding neighbours. Sails would probably be the 
next improvement in warfare that would aid our ancestors 
all the way through to the discovery of gun powder. 

Near the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury James Watt achieved success in 
the harnessing of steam power. By the 
end of the next century steam driven 
locomotives were hauling passengers 
and freight throughout much of the 
known world and steamships cruised 
the world’s oceans. Armed steamships 
became effective weapons. Except for recreational purpos-
es the sail was abandoned.

 The invention and refinement of the internal combus-
tion engine at the opening of the twentieth century would 
introduce the private automobile. Steam engines and auto-
mobiles would replace draft animals as the main method of 
transportation.

 The discovery and nearly worldwide use of electricity, 
with all of its labour saving capability, has been a tremen-
dous boon to humanity. In today’s  modern hospitals the 
use of electricity in diagnoses has advanced the practise of 
medicine from guess-work to positive cures in many cases.

Today perhaps, many may be tempted to believe that 
the only limit to what mankind can do is the limits of the 
collective imagination. We have built submarines to carry  
humans to the depths of the world’s oceans to wage war. 
Have we not built flying machines that carry us through the 
air, allowing us to circle the earth in a few hours? Rockets 
have  thrust astronauts beyond the pull of earth’s gravity 
where our technology has established a space station where 
astronauts spend weeks on end doing research. An astro-
naut has even landed and walked on the moon and returned 
home to earth. Out of human imagination has come many 
wondrous achievements.  

The Goad of Progress
The march of progress has benefited and often enter-

tained mankind since the beginning of memory.  Advance-
ments in the arts such as the invention of writing, music, 
literature and theatre have provided respite from real or 
imagined daily cares. Scientific study has made significant 
inroads in the overturning of primitive superstition.

But progress has not visited all members of Earth’s 
population equitably. In spite of its promise, many millions 
of citizens are shut out from its benefits due to a lack of 
purchasing power while others wallow in obscene wealth. 
Progress has failed miserably to bring about equality.  

From the advent of awareness to the edge of insanity, 
from the first bone sewing needle to the mouldboard plough 
to the nuclear bomb, progress has been both a blessing and 
a curse. In the aftermath of the first use of the atomic bomb 

on the islands of Japan, politicians 
and pundits assured a stunned world 
we now had a weapon so fearsome 
as to make war unthinkable. Today, 
more than sixty years after that as-
surance, weapons scattered around 
the surface of our planet are so de-
structive and sophisticated that only 

mad-men could contemplate their deployment. The finger 
on the button twitches nervously.

We have taken a wrong turn. Since mankind’s first 
sunrise we have fought each other. From one pyrrhic  vic-
tory to the next, throughout history, war has accomplished 
nothing of significant lasting value. The proud promise of 
civilization and democracy lies trampled underfoot by hist-
ory’s marching armies. 

Progress, the goad that has driven us, like cattle to 
a barren and hostile pasture, can not much longer serve 
humanity’s needs. We have ignored scientific warnings re-
garding damage to our planet’s atmosphere. We have used 
progress to enhance personal rather than communal wealth. 
The self destructing monetary system demands exponential 
growth. That growth is fuelled by a finite environment. We 
should pay attention to simple arithmetic.    

We live on a planet where food rots while children 
starve due to the dictates of an artificial monetary system 
that thrives best in a situation of scarcity. We must design 
a new world-wide system of entitlement if we ever hope to 
achieve civilization. 

t

“Where do we come from? 
What are we? Where are we 
going?” 

—Paul Gauguin, c. 1896

SOCIETY
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by Noba Anderson, CES Executive Director 

Communities everywhere seek greater involve-
ment in decisions that affect the health of their 
backyards. When a community vision lasts longer 

than a few seasons, when it spans the decades or indeed the 
generations, it needs to find creative ways of self-renewal. 
The Cortes Community Forest is just such a community 
vision, and this year we, at the Cortes Ecoforestry Society 
(CES), have taken an evocative, yet slightly silly slant. A 
nude calendar with a twist — our fall fund raising effort in 
support of our Cortes Community Forest vision. 

This Cortes vision is about bringing the decision-mak-
ing for our public forests home. Community forestry is 
about land rights. Public awareness is being informed by 
the land rights and treaty claims of BC First Nations. All 
people, regardless of colour or history, want a sense of re-
sponsibility, permanence and purpose relating to land. 

Community forestry is about logging. Yes, it is about 
cutting down trees, creating forest industry jobs and build-
ing things with wood. It is also about other community val-
ues, such as walking trails, tourism, berry and mushroom 
collecting, sacred spaces and forest health. It is about com-
munity engagement, public process and working with your 
neighbour, however pleasant or tough. Community forestry 
is a way of engaging with the wild spaces within which we 
live. It is simply local people making local decisions about 
local forests. We all have community forests. We just need 
to start taking responsibility for them.

To learn more about the Cortes Community Forest Vision, 
visit www.cortesecoforestry.org  For more about the BC-
wide community forest movement, visit the BC Community 
Forest Association on line at www.bccfa.ca

To buy the Grit & Grace 2007 calendar call CES at 250-935-
6888, or purchase online at www.cortes2007calendar.com

On Cortes, the community forest story is a long and 
dedicated one. As in other BC communities, the commun-
ity forest movement started here in the 1980s in response to 
the clearcut forestry that our community was experiencing, 
largely on industrial private forest lands. Not only were de-
cisions being made about our community from the outside, 
but many jobs and most of the timber were also leaving. 
As Cortes islanders began to influence the forest practices 
in modest ways, it became clear to many that local control 
of public lands was the only real way to have more of the 
decisions and benefits accrue to this community. Through-
out the 1990s, the community embarked on an ecosystem-
based planning and mapping initiative with the help of Herb 
Hammond and the Silva Forest Foundation, with the intent 
of securing a community forest licence on Cortes’ public 
lands. All the details aside, this vision has been alive for 
a long time, and many Cortesians believe that there is still 
really no acceptable alternative.

t

THE LAND
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THE LAND

We were looking for signs of fresh logging in spotted 
owl habitat west of Lillooet.

The pick-up truck began to fishtail kicking up dust. 
Somewhere in the back I could hear a whump whump 
whump sound. 

“Flat” I said to Andy Miller who was riding shotgun.
Andy, who is the Western Canada Wil-

derness Committee’s staff biologist, hopped 
out of the truck as soon as it was stopped and 
started looking at tires. Sure enough, the right 
rear was flat.

I wiggled under the truck and set the jack 
in place. “Hey Joe – its only flat on the bot-
tom,” quipped Andy. Then, when Andy had 
jacked up the truck enough so that the tire had cleared the 
road and regained its round shape, Andy joked “Hey Joe 
– the tire looks fine now!” 

Andy’s flat tire jokes had got me thinking about the 
crazy way the BC government has been trying to “fix” 
problems with endangered species like the spotted owl. For 
the government it’s all about how things look – not about if 
they are actually fixed. 

Twenty years ago Northern spotted owls were officially 
listed as an Endangered Species in Canada. At the time the 

problem was seen to be pretty simple. Too much old growth 
forests had been cut down throughout the owl’s Canadian 
range, which is southwest BC. This had caused the owl 
population to decline from an estimated 500 pairs before 
commercial logging had commenced to about 50 pairs.  

The fix seemed pretty simple too. If the BC government 
protected what remained of the spotted owl’s old growth 
forest habitat, and protected some second growth forests 
too so that in time the trees could regrow to old growth, 
then maybe there would come a day when the old growth 
forest would be fixed and the owl and other creatures that 
live in it could survive.

It took a while, but by 1993 a team of biologists set up 
by the BC and Canadian governments had come up with 
a plan. They had mapped out a couple of dozen Spotted 
Owl Conservation Areas (SOCAs). These were large areas 
of forest scattered across the landscape from Squamish to 
Hope to Lillooet. They totalled several hundred thousand 
hectares of old growth and second growth forests. The bi-
ologists wanted the SOCAs put off limits to logging. It was 
beginning to look as if the broken old growth forest of the 
owls might get fixed. 

Then timber companies and the loggers’ union (IWA) 
began to get wind of the plan to fix southwest BC’s broken 
forest by banning logging in the SOCAs – and they didn’t 
like it one bit.    

So it was that when Premier Mike Harcourt announced 
in June of 1995 what he was going to do about the fate of 
the spotted owl, he’d already had an earful from the timber 
industry and the IWA.

Harcourt proudly announced that the SOCAs would 
stay in place – but that log-
ging would be allowed in all 

of them, with a 
slightly reduced 
harvest, thereby 
saving logging 
jobs and spotted 
owls. To some, 
Harcourt’s 1995 
solution looked 

sort of OK on the surface. I 
mean, who wouldn’t want to 
save loggers’ jobs and spot-
ted owls at the same time? 
But history has shown that 
Harcourt’s plan worked about 
as well as a tire 
with no air and 
a big hole in it 
– even if it did 

by Joe Foy

Fixing Things Right

Wild Times

Since Harcourt’s 1995 
“win win” solution, 
about 3,000 hectares 
of spotted owl habi-
tat have been logged 
each and every year.

Andy Miller looking for 
a spotted owl in April 
2006 near Lillooet. He 
found it.
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THE LAND

look kind of round. 
Since Harcourt’s 1995 “win win” solution, about 3,000 

hectares of spotted owl habitat have been logged each and 
every year.

 Today there are less than 20 spotted owls remaining in 
the tattered old growth forests of southwest BC, and their 
numbers are declining. Forestry jobs have dropped too be-
cause of past over-logging, increasing mechanization and 
skyrocketing raw log exports.

Panicked by the thought that the Canadian government 
might at some point step in and order the protection of owl 
habitat because of the declining population, the BC gov-
ernment finally moved this summer to place a handful of 
small areas around a few of the remaining owls off limits to 
logging. The areas are so small and scattered it’s clear that 
Victoria is still more concerned with appearances than in 
actually fixing the old growth forest.

The fix required is the same as it was 20 years back. 
There needs to be a stop to logging in the remaining old 
growth forest and some of the second growth forest needs 
to be set aside too so it can re-grow to old growth. 

And we better get it fixed quick too – before all four 
wheels come off and we hit the weeds real bad. Which 
means before we get known as the place that logs its endan-
gered species to death. A place no one on Earth wants to 
buy extinction lumber from. 

t

Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the Western Canada 
Wilderness Committee, Canada’s largest citizen-funded 
membership based wilderness preservation organization. 
WCWC currently has 28,000 members from coast to coast.

Raw logs being loaded at 
Surrey Docks
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New National Park
for Northwestern Boreal
Talks Are Underway To Create A Large Park
On Great Slave Lake
In mid-October, the federal government and the 

Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation signed and celebrated a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to advance 
the work of creating a new national park in the East 
Arm of Great Slave Lake. 

In 1970, an area of 7407 km2 in the East Arm of 
Great Slave Lake was set aside for national park pur-
poses by a federal Order-in-Council. Over the next 
three decades, a series of negotiations took place with 
the Lutsel K`e Dene First Nation to define a national 
park located in East Arm. 

The Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation is now in nego-
tiations with Canada for the protection of lands in its 
traditional territory under the Akaitcho/Treaty 8 Proc-
ess. A national park in the East Arm area is part of this 
initiative. 

In 2005, the Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation delin-
eated an area it calls ‘Thaydene Nene,’ a part of its 
traditional territory that it proposes to protect through 
the establishment of a national park and other conser-
vation measures. They also urged Parks Canada to re-
assess the boundaries of the 1970 East Arm National 
Park proposal. Parks Canada has identified a prelimi-
nary ‘area of interest’ for a national park in the East 
Arm area that covers a total surface area of 33,525 km2 
of which 29,560 km2 is land. The ecologically diverse 
area represents a part of Canada where the change 
from boreal forest to tundra is more pronounced than 
anywhere in the country. It represents the Northwest-
ern Boreal Upland Natural Region in the national park 
system and is an area that has exceptional opportuni-
ties for memorable visitor experiences. 

“The protection of Thaydene Nene is critical to 
the continued integrity of not only this pristine and 
beautiful natural landscape, but also to the well-being 
of the Akaitcho Dene people who have thrived on this 
land since time immemorial,” said Chief Adeline Jo-
nasson. “The signing of this MOU is a significant step 
forward towards the conservation of our sacred places 
and cultural heritage. We anticipate working together 
with Parks Canada in our new partnership.” 

— Parks Canada, October 13, 2006 
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OPINION

Sustainability
and Rebirth

For half a century environmental activists have 
been despised and revered for their ability to remediate 
ecological disaster by repeatedly applying the battle-tried 
methodology of carefully documented scientific evidence 
tied to a blisteringly effective media campaign which ig-
nites a public outcry and results in action by vote-sensitive 
public officials or image conscious corporations. 

While the signing of the Kyoto agreement on climate 
change by 141 governments seemed to signal the initial 
phase of another massive win for environmental organiza-
tions, the oil and gas interests have clearly studied environ-
mental campaigns and devised very effective counter strat-
egies. Even after Canada signed on to the agreement, indus-
try lobbyists were very capable of steering the response by 
the Liberal government into profitable — but ineffective — 
corporate subsidies and entirely ineffec-
tual consumer programs. The new Con-
servative government spent little time in 
deciding to back away from Kyoto and 
dismantle this country’s greenhouse-emissions targets. De-
spite the desperate economic, strategic, and environmental 
consequences of America’s dependence on foreign oil, the 
US administration seems determinedly unwilling to con-
sider energy options that restrain oil company profits.

Given the inability of environmental organizations 
to mobilize people or governments into a climate change 
response that is commensurate with the magnitude of the 
problem, leading environmentalists like Michael Shellen-
berger and Ted Nordhaus have begun to question whether 
the environmental methodology which has worked so well 
for so long is still relevant. In an extraordinary 2004 paper 
titled “The Death of Environmentalism: Global Warming 
Politics in a Post-Environmental World,” Shellenberger 
and Nordhaus suggest that the environmental movement 
as a whole must consider whether its very success has be-
come an impediment to developing a workable strategy for 
change in the 21st century.

According to Shellenberger and Nordhaus, global 
warming presents paradigm challenges for two reasons:

1. The issue of global warming is so large that solu-
tions to it are unlike the simple, sector-limited technological 
fixes of the past. “Climate change demands that we remake 
the global economy in ways that will transform the lives of 
six billion people.”

2. The massive profits involved in fossil fuels have 
allowed industry to invest in the kind of social research and 
consequent public relations campaigns that have entirely 
recast the public perception of environmental issues and 
organizations.

It is as if, following in the great tradition of Martin 
Luther King, Jr., environmentalists set out to proclaim, “We 
have a dream: together we can reduce carbon emissions and 
stabilize our climate,” but industry has been able to reframe 
the message so the public hears: “We environmentalists 

have a nightmare that will throw mas-
sive numbers of people out of work, dis-
mantle our transportation systems and 
deflate the global economy.”

The path to the kind of change that could actually sta-
bilize Earth’s climate, argue Shellenberger and Nordhaus, 
is nothing less than a complete reevaluation of every aspect 
of environmentalism. 

If technical fixes like hybrid cars, fluorescent light 
bulbs and industrially traded carbon credits would reduce 
atmospheric carbon dioxide to climate stabilizing levels, 
the fix would be in. Unfortunately, environmentalists seem 
to be among the last of the major players to recognize that 
global warming presents challenges that cannot be solved 
outside a massive shift in consciousness reaching to our 
core understanding of who we are and what is the purpose 
of our personal, economic and societal lives. 

Therein, state Shellenberger and Nordhaus, lies both 
the gravest challenge and greatest opportunity faced by the 
environmental movement in over a century of successes: it 
must entirely redefine what environmental issues are about. 
As long as the people of the world remain convinced by 
right-wing governments and well-funded industry PR cam-

You hold in your heart the seeds of a pow-
erful new vision in which environmental values 
and social justice are the inseparable, bountiful 
harvests of a culture of Sustainability.

by Norm Reynolds

Nations and peoples quite 
literally live on dreams. 
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paigns that the raison d’être of the entire environmental 
movement is to limit/put the brakes on the only worthwhile 
social goal — unlimited economic expansion — then the 
whole of the environmental movement will be limited to a 
few minor successes and a rout on global warming.

The solution to this problem, suggest Shellenberger and 
Nordhaus, is for environmentalists to begin putting forward 
broad new directions — directions that focus on growing 
jobs, expanding our quality of life and stabilizing our econ-
omy while developing environmental capacity rather than 
destroying it. 

They point to the Apollo Project as a germane example. 
A massive investment in clean energy strategies would cre-
ate millions of jobs while drastically reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions and liberating the US from its security-
threatening dependence on fossil fuels. 

The point of the project is to bring a broad spectrum 
of people — labour, business, government and the non-
profit sector — together in a social consensus around a for-
ward-looking vision of the good that can be accomplished 
by working and dreaming together. John 
Kennedy challenged all Americans to 
share a common dream of putting a man 
on the moon, “not because it is easy…” 
but because, in fact, nations and peoples 
quite literally live on dreams. The suc-
cess of Kennedy’s Apollo project, like 
the transformative power of Roosevelt’s 
New Deal and Pierre Trudeau’s Just Society, is an incred-
ible testament to what a nation can do when united by a 
common purpose.

Today, suggest Shellenberger and Nordhaus, the arena 
is much larger and the stakes are much, much higher, yet in 
the enormity of the challenge may lie also our greatest hope 
of meaningful change. That this failing model of environ-
mentalism as a limit on industrial output has been reframed 
as an opportunity to reconstruct environmental values as 
a fundamental goal seems only slightly short of a sacred 
blessing to the Earth and its people.

That the Apollo Project is an adequate response to 
global warming and the reframing of core social values, 
seems the weakest link in the argument put forward in this 
otherwise seminal paper.

Serious questions remain. Even if the proposed Apol-
lo project as a social vision were able to mobilize massive 
investment in clean energy, would not the results look like 
aiming at the moon and arriving at the space station? Can 
a problem created by unrestrained growth and development 
be adequately addressed by a project based on hyper spend-
ing? Can we really envision a reduction in our dependence 

on fossil fuels while remaining indifferent to the extinction 
of species, the continuous accumulation of toxic wastes, the 
insistent erosion of long-established human rights and the 
scourge of rapidly advancing preventable disease? Or does 
the challenge of climate change call us to a goal much larger 
than the Apollo Project?

Most relevantly, Albert Einstein once defined insanity 
as: “…doing the same thing over and over again and expect-
ing different results.” 

If we want real change we will have to make real 
changes that begin with a new vision of who we are, what 
we do, and how we go about it. We must begin to envision 
sustainability as the foundation of all that we plan and do. 
Sustainability is not just about not doing the wrong thing 
environmentally, it is a new motivating vision about boldly 
doing the right thing. It is by definition about sustaining 
both planet and people. Some suggest the word Sustainabil-
ity has become so abused and ambiguous that we should 
stop using it to describe our most deeply held values, but 

its greatest significance arises precisely 
because it evades definition. In the end 
this word speaks directly to our intui-
tion — the seat of our most deeply held 
values. Instinctively we know something 
larger than words about Sustainability 
because we can relate in a heart-felt way 
to the core concept sustain; it evokes car-

ing and nurture—nurture for ourselves, our fellow humans, 
our children and grandchildren, for our beautiful, bountiful 
and threatened Earth. 

Is Sustainability a bold new social and environmental 
vision or an over-stated, out-moded concept? Ask yourself 
this question: what really matters to me? If I had a choice 
would I choose a million dollars to invest in a world that is 
crumbling around us, or would I choose a social/economic 
system that values institutions, corporations, legislation, 
social practices, health care, our educational and legal sys-
tems by how much love, compassion, kindness, generosity, 
ethical and ecological sensitivity they inspire? 

If you choose the latter, you have a great deal in com-
mon with a large majority of Canadians and indeed with 
most people of our Earth. You hold in your heart the seeds 
of a powerful new political/economic vision in which en-
vironmental values and social justice are the inseparable, 
bountiful harvests of a culture of Sustainability.

t

Norm Reynolds, a columnist for the North Island Word 
and Unitarian Lay Chaplain,  has been an environmental 
activist in British Columbia for over thirty years.

Some suggest the word 
Sustainability has become 
so abused and ambiguous 
that we should stop using 

it to describe our most 
deeply held values.

November-December 2006
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by Dave Stevens

Stellar processes excepted, carbon is neither created 
nor destroyed. As an element it enters readily into combi-
nations with other elements but is not destroyed. Its com-
pounds are sometimes broken down or altered but this does 
not destroy or create carbon. All ordinary chemical proc-
esses are carbon neutral.

Carbon neutrality is a concept developed to fend off 
criticisms that combustion contributes 
to global warming. It is sufficiently per-
vasive that defenders of the status quo 
can use it reflexively.

Forest-related combustion is some-
times said to be carbon neutral, espe-
cially by actual or would-be polluters or 
their apologists. Like all good bullshit, 
this bs contains just enough of an atom of truth (or at least 
defensibility) that there is something in it that can be point-
ed to as fact. Like all good double-talk it is important that 
the factoid is left unexamined so that it can work away in 
the background.

Global warming is too real to deny flatly (except in 
Flatland south of the 49th parallel) and the human contribu-
tion is decisive. The best science available is that we will 
reach a tipping point at about 400 parts per million of CO2; 
we are currently at 382 ppm. The interesting part of the 
science in this regard is that CO2 is the greenhouse gas of 
interest, elemental carbon doesn’t enter into it. And atmos-
pheric CO2 is very much created. By combustion.

If wood is burned CO2 is given off, no one questions 
that. The issue surrounding wood combustion is only wheth-
er the combustion products contribute to global warming. 

Indisputably they do. Trees, as they grow, sequester CO2 
which is given off as they burn. Net lapse of time, 300 
years. When burned only the carbon tucked away in the 
wood is emitted to the atmosphere from which it came. Net 
flow, zero. Net lapse of time, 5 minutes.

But the issue with global warming is not whether ba-
sic plant chemistry is wrong, but whether wood combustion 
contributes to global warming. It does. The rate of emis-
sions to the air from burning is many orders of magnitude 

greater than the rate of sequestration. 
I make it 30 million times faster. The 
release of CO2 from wood combustion 
is a net contributor to global warming. 
The issue is exactly that we are releas-
ing CO2 into the atmosphere at a rate far 
beyond the capacity of natural systems 
to absorb it, giving rise to warming.

As part of its negotiations with respect to its fulfill-
ment of the Kyoto Protocol, Canada achieved an exemp-
tion from counting CO2 released from forest related activi-
ties. So CO2 released from forest burning isn’t counted in 
the Kyoto equation. But it does count in the real world. It 
makes matters worse. Planting a 100 gram seedling does 
not balance the carbon released from burning the residue 
generated while logging and milling a three hundred year 
old tree. Except in the very long term. And in the very long 
term we are all dead.

t
Dave Stevens, curmudgeon-in-training, is the Presi-

dent of CHOKED, a small very non-profit environmental 
group in Smithers, BC. When not fulminating about poor 
air quality, Dave is given to timber framing and rants. You 
can email him at geek@uniserve.com

CLIMATE

“Carbon Neutral” is Just Forest Fiction
Atmospheric CO2 is created by combustion

CO2 released from forest 
burning isn’t counted in the 
Kyoto equation. But it does 

count in the real world.
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Compiled by Delores Broten
Triclosan Thyroid Threat
A University of Victoria mo-

lecular biologist, Caren Helbing, has 
found that triclosan, the ubiquitous 
antibacterial in soaps, clothing, toys, 
and North American waterways, can 
potentially affect the human thyroid 
gland and does disrupt the develop-

ment of tadpoles into frogs. The thy-
roid regulates growth and develop-
ment, and triclosan resembles the ver-
tebrate thyroid hormone chemically. 
In March, the Canadian Paediatric 
Society called for parents to stop buy-
ing antibacterial products, and instead 
use soap and water due to the dangers 
of developing antibiotic resistance. 

—CanWest News, October 14, 2006

ARGs in Environment
Antibiotic Resistance Genes 

(ARGs) should be considered emerg-
ing environmental contaminants, 
scientists will say in the Dec. 1 issue 
of Environmental Science & Technol-
ogy. Researchers at Colorado State 
University documented occurrence of 
tetracycline and sulfonamide ARGs 
in irrigation ditches and river sedi-
ments, in northern Colorado as well 
as tetracycline resistance genes in 
treated drinking water.

NEWS
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New!New!
Waterfront Tent & Breakfast
Accommodations
Kayak/Yoga Retreats
Wildlife & Bird Watching
Holidays  • Meetings       • Clubs                  

• TROJAN AND HALLETT UV SYSTEMS FOR DISINFECTION
• BIOSAND SYSTEMS FOR IRON-MN-H2S-TOC-TANNINS
• REVERSE OSMOSIS FOR SALT AND HEAVY METALS
• CUSTOM DESIGNED WATER TREATMENT PACKAGES

Residential - lodges - CommeRCial
FiRst nations 

320 Mary St., Victoria BC V9A 3V9 
www.watertiger.net
250-383-4558 info@watertiger.net

ARGs are pieces of DNA that 
make bacteria resistant to common 
antibiotics. The genes can spread in 
different ways. Bacteria, for instance, 
exchange ARGs among themselves. 
Even if cells carrying ARGs have 
been killed, DNA released to the en-
vironment can persist and spread to 
other cells. 
 — http://pubs.acs.org/cgi-bin/sample

cgi/esthag/asap/pdf/es060413l.pdf

Good Drinking
SRB Technologies Canada 

Inc. of Pembroke, Ontario has con-
taminated the area around its fac-
tory with radioactive tritium. The 
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commis-
sion has tentatively agreed that the 
company can dump the waste into 
the Ottawa River via city sewers.
—Globe & Mail October 20, 2006
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FRIENDS OF CORTES ISLAND

Sunday, November 19, 2006

1:30 pm @ Gorge Hall

Join us for membership renewals, society business, project reports, elections and the annual Jo 
Ann Green Environmental Award.

After the meeting, our traditional potluck dinner will be followed by the newly released film, The 
Power of Community: How Cuba Survived Peak Oil. The movie documents Cuba’s emergency transition 
to local organic agriculture, renewable energy, and large-scale mass transit. Everyone concerned 
about Peak Oil needs to see this film.

So join us, bring a potluck dish, and be prepared for some thought provoking entertainment

2006 Jo Ann Green
Environmental Award 

Call for Nominations for the 2006 Jo Ann Green Environ-
mental Award. This recognition is for a Cortes Islander who 
has made significant contributions to the environmental well 

being of the community.  
Previous recipients for this award include Kathy Francis in 2001, 

Ruth Zwickel in 2002, Dova Wiltshire and Sedley Sweeny in 2003, 
Delores Broten in 2004, and Henry and Margaret Verschuur in 2005.

 
Anyone is welcome to nominate individuals for the JAG award.

Please send the name, address and phone number of the nomi-
nee, together with a brief written description of their environmental 

contributions to the FOCI Resource Centre by November 11th. 
FOCI, Box 278, Manson’s Landing, BC, V0P 1K0

Phone/Fax: 250 935-0087; Email: foci@island.net

Mansons Hall, Oct. 21, 2006 
Top right: GE Free Talk - Top 
left: Local produce - Top middle: 
seed saving - Bottom: Working 
the Apple Press
Photos by Kathy Smail 

The Sustainability 
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by Dave Olson

BC Ferries recently announced a $28 mil-
lion dollar “upgrade” to loading bays at Horse-
shoe Bay near West Vancouver and Departure 
Bay near Nanaimo. This followed an announcement 
that they were building three new giant vehicle ferries 
in Germany. In total, this corporation plans to spend $200 
million on ramps and bays, located nowhere near where the 
majority of people live or work, and $2.5 billion on boats 
for cars and trucks.

Meanwhile, Washington State Ferries have been oper-
ating ferries out of downtown Seattle for decades. Europe, 
New York, Latin America, Asia, the list is too lengthy to 
even begin to list the number of passenger-only ferries that 
serve major cities in the world. Why? Because people love 
them. What do we have in Vancouver? The Seabus. And 
everyone loves it.

BC Ferries is still wholly owned by BC taxpayers but 
thanks to Gordon Campbell, it is no longer accountable to 
the people it is owned by and serves and there has been 
zero public process regarding the huge hole that it is about 
to dig.

I’m not suggesting we get rid of the car ferries. What 
I am saying is wake up and spend a fraction of this money 
on people, not cars and trucks. Harbourlynx, the fast ferry 
that carried foot passengers and bikes from downtown Van-
couver to downtown Nanaimo proved again that there is a 
growing number of people that don’t want to drive to get 
to Vancouver Island and beyond. Not to mention the folks 
that live on Vancouver Island and want to get to the big 
smoke without using a car. In fact, every holiday weekend 
BC Ferries should see this for themselves, if they would 
only look. On a service that is painful to access for non-
motorized passengers, it sells out walk-on tickets for every 
sailing. It’s long past time for cleaner, more pleasant, faster 

and more efficient, passenger- and bike-only fer-
ries from Vancouver to Nanaimo, Victoria, and 
the Gulf Islands.

Meanwhile, work on the new ramps and fer-
ries has begun.  At a cost over 100 times what it 

would have cost to buy and double the capacity of 
the high-speed passenger service from downtown to down-
town.

Gordon Campbell and his Liberal Party, with 23% 
of the eligible vote last election, have gone on a spending 
spree that would make W.A.C. (Wacky) Bennett seem tight-
fisted. Not only has there been no public process to approve 
these ferries and ramps, there has been none to approve the 
twinning of the Port Mann bridge and the rest of the multi-
billion $ Gateway project. No one knew that the $2 billion 
RAV a.k.a. Canada Line was going to be cut and covered 
(and not bored) before it was barely approved. And more 
doublespeak was spoken (e.g., all cost overruns will be cov-
ered by the Provincial Government) to get a slim majority 
of referendum voters in Vancouver (but only 14% of eligible 
voters) to “approve” the Olympics, which are doubling in 
cost almost every year.

So far, that’s $10 billion for 4 rich boy toys. In stark 
contrast, the 98 B-Line already exists to the airport, while 
the cost of passenger-only boats and ramps to Vancouver 
Island from downtown Vancouver and the cost of doubling 
the capacity of the Port Mann with HOV lanes (i.e., with no 
paving at all) is about 1/1000 of what we are already on the 
line for (I’ve consciously omitted the 2010 corporate orgy, 
which is still an option for all of us).

Must be nice to be able to funnel so much of our money 
to their friends. Probably very close buddies with many of 
them, by now. I’m guessing they haven’t imagined a world 
where people, like me and you, simply stop paying for their 
fun and friendships. But I can. Can you?

t

SOAPBOX

BC Ferries Misses the Boat...Again

www.cortesislandvacationrentals.com

Rent Paradise by the Week!Rent Paradise by the Week! We offer marketing, booking, 
and care of select vacation 
homes on Cortes Island.
Whether you are looking
for a vacation rental or want 
to rent your home out on a 
short term basis call today 
for more information.

1-800-939-6644
or 250-935-6711

B.C. Travel Agent #35165
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Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel
Your generous help allows us to provide you with a strong independent voice for environmental is-

sues, activism, and social justice. The following supporters have brought this issue to all our readers. 
You keep us publishing every issue and we depend on you. 

Watershed Stars
($ 500 and over annual donation):

Watershed Stars help us find, follow and write the sto-
ries, print the magazine, distribute it, and sell subscriptions 
and advertising. In days of yore, sentinels were stationed to 
herald the approach of threats. Our Watershed Stars allow 
us to keep watch on the issues and to inform concerned 
citizens and activists.

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($ 200 -  499 annual donation):

 Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer con-
structive solutions to problems, and praise successes that 
lead toward an environmentally sustainable future.

Patrons
($ 100 - 199 annual donation):

Patrons support the public education program that is 
an integral and essential part of our publication. 

Sustaining Subscribers
( $50 - 99 annual donation):

Sustaining Subscribers assist with the copies of the 
Watershed Sentinel in colleges, universities and libraries.

Friends of Cortes Island sponsors public education 
features about sustainable living for Georgia Strait and 
the islands - features that focus on renewable energy 
sources, environmentally friendly building materials, 
alternative sewage treatment, practical tips on “Living 
Green.” To receive a tax receipt, please make your 
donation to FOCI.
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Watershed Sentinel, 
P.0. Box 39,
Whaletown, BC 
Canada V0P 1Z0.

Thank you to all those listed 
and to the many others with-

out whom this magazine simply 
could not publish!

z
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Review by Delores Broten

When this little book landed on my desk, I imme-
diately decided it was a bit of “fluff,” but as I 
leafed through it on a dark and stormy 
night, I heard myself give a “guf-
faw,” then a giggle, then a chuck-
le. Next thing, I was thinking, 
“Well, really, it’s true. If everyone 
let someone in on each car trip, if 
everyone turned out the unnecessary 
lights, if everyone introduced themselves to 
the neighbours, yes, the world would be a better place.” 

This book bills itself as part of the “We are what we do” 
movement and country-specific versions have been pub-
lished in the UK, Australia, Germany, Austria and Switzer-
land. In Canada, it’s a New Society Publishers project.

The factoids are fascinating: “One load of laundry 
in the drier uses enough electricity to make 250 pieces of 

Change the World for Ten Bucks
50 actions to change the world and make you feel good

Paul Edney. New Society Publishers, July 2006. $10

toast” and there are lots of sources for more information 
and follow through, although almost all of them are inter-
net-based. (Good for the planet, but bad for the technology-

challenged.)
The layout is perky, the ideas sim-

ple, the reading minimal and the 
writing amusing. “Confuse the 
wonderful people who work in 
charity-run thrift stores. Pay them 

more than they bargained for.” In 
fact, I saw a couple of lads do just this 

at our local hospital thrift store last week – 
now I know what they were up to. 

Maybe it’s really out there; maybe we all really can 
change the world. Certainly this little book can’t hurt, and 
just might help. In any event, it is bound to make someone 
you give this book to  (new or recycled) feel a whole lot bet-
ter. And for just ten bucks! 

t

“If you 
think you are too small to 

make a difference, try sleeping in a 
room with a mosquito.”

 – African Proverb

REVIEW
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SOCIETY

1) Packaging generates literally millions of tonnes of 
waste every  Christmas season in North America, and that’s 
a shame. We don’t need to tell Watershed Sentinel readers 
to recycle, or better yet, improvise, re-use or do without. 
This is also an excellent season to leave the packaging at the 
cashier, explaining that you only want to buy the product, 
not all that waste. The retailers will eventually get the mes-
sage back to the manufacturers. In our experience, most 
of the cashiers don’t mind at all, and everyone else in line 
starts laughing, if you do it politely.

 
2) Little Things Count. Hey, it’s not a competition and 

no one oughtta be keeping score. It is the thought that counts 
and the small gift tucked into a precious hand is worth all 
the gold in the world: the perfect find from a second hand 
store, especially for children’s clothing or a home-made 
preserve or goodie. The other little gift that is much bigger 
than it seems is the gift of time — a promise of a walk, a 
concert, a drive in the country, some baby sitting, or a spe-
cial lunch somewhere. 

3) EcoGifts. Your ecogift could be a composter, bird 
feeder, a special recycled paper notebook, hemp cloth-
ing, energy or water conservation device, or it could be a 
gift which gives money to a conservation cause — a book 
or calendar from the Wilderness Committee, a Tee from 
Greenpeace, a donation to save a species or a special space, 
a membership in your local watershed protection group. 

4) Tackle the Waste. Change the light bulbs for low 
energy ones and put TVs and equipment on a power bar 
so you turn them right off instead of wasting electricity 
on standby. Turn off the lights and draw the curtains, turn 
down the heat, don’t go overboard on the dinner. Sure it 
should be routine, but, let’s admit it, we all forget! 

5) Remember Others. 
Truly. Give to others in your 
loved ones’ names — it’s a gift 
that gives twice, and spreads 
the goodness around. Hun-
dreds of charities need your 
help. A lot of them run second 
hand stores too. Get rid of that 
spare change! Volunteer to help 

 

the Friends of Cortes Island  
Sustainability Education Fund 

wrap gifts for the local food bank or Christmas drive, if 
they are looking for help. That’s an educational experience 
for anyone, especially children. 

6) A Living Tree. Use the same potted tree each year 
until it needs to be planted outdoors, then start over again.  
That way you’re sure to plant a tree every few years. 

7) Buy Nothing Christmas. A sincere wish for love 
and peace is more than enough. Just living in this beautiful 
bountiful country is a gift, a blessing that we may not ap-
preciate enough. We already have enough.

—With thanks to the board and members of the Water-
shed Sentinel Educational Society and to Adbusters, for the 
Zenta Santa. 
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There’s no Extinction Timber 
in the Watershed Sentinel!
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